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ABSTRACT
A patient with central nervous system involvement of Behçet’s disease was refractory to conventional immunosuppressive therapy and showed secondary failure of the anti-TNF agent infliximab. This presented as a progressive weakness of the legs and reduction in walking distance. The cerebrospinal fluid showed signs of inflammation including a vastly elevated IL-6 concentration. Given this result, the anti-IL-6 receptor antibody tocilizumab was administered and a good improvement of inflammatory parameters and a satisfactory increase of the walking distance were achieved.

Introduction
In 1937 Hulusi Behçet first described the eponymous entity of a systemic vasculitis affecting veins and arteries of all sizes. The inflammation in the venous and arterial blood vessels of different sizes explains the manifold signs and symptoms of Behçet’s disease. Apart from recurrent oral and genital ulcers, these include inflammation of the eyes, several types of skin lesions, arthritis, central and peripheral nervous system damage, gastrointestinal and, rarely, cardiac involvement (1, 2). The severity of disease manifestations typically fluctuates. Morbidity and mortality are associated with gastrointestinal disease, ruptured central and peripheral aneurysms, neurologic lesions and amyloidosis. Immunosuppression with glucocorticoids, azathioprine, cyclophosphamide, cyclosporine and TNF inhibitors are established therapies (3). Due to elevations in IL-6 levels in Behçet patients with active inflammation, a beneficial effect of inhibiting IL-6 signalling by the monoclonal antibody directed against the IL-6 receptor, tocilizumab, can be postulated (4-8). This assumption led us to treat a patient with secondary failure of infliximab by inhibition of IL-6. Tocilizumab is established for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis refractory to conventional disease-modifying drugs and anti-TNF-α agents at a dose of 8 mg/kg as an infusion every four weeks. In Japan it is registered as an orphan drug for Castleman’s disease and as a first line therapy for juvenile idiopathic arthritis. Descriptions of individual cases and small series have reported an effect in Crohn’s disease, polymyalgia rheumatica, giant cell arteritis, remitting seronegative symmetrical synovitis with pitting oedema, systemic sclerosis, polymyositis and systemic lupus erythematosus.

Case report
A 46-year old male patient was referred for further treatment of Behçet’s disease. At the age of 25 he experienced deep venous thrombosis of the left leg and pelvic veins and was placed under transient oral anticoagulation. At 31 years of age recurrent oral and genital ulcers and bilateral thrombophlebitis of the lower leg were noted. Colchicine 1–1.5 mg daily improved the genital, but not the oral ulceration. Erythema nodosum of the right calf occurred. Repeated ophthalmologic examinations failed to detect eye involvement.

At the age of 43 the first episode of urinary retention was recorded. Subsequently, subfebrile temperatures with general malaise and polyarthralgias appeared if colchicine was interrupted. Glucocorticoids, baclofen and tamsulosin 400μg were started to treat the neurogenic bladder dysfunction and newly apparent pyramidal disturbances with numbness distal to the sensory level of Th 7/8, gait disturbance pre-
dominantly of the right leg with paraparesis and spasticity, hyperreflexia of the arms and low back pain. Under this regimen, the disease continued to progress with flares. MRI showed signal intensification and atrophy of the spinal cord at the mid and distal thoracic level (Fig. a-b). The sensory evoked potentials were pathologic, and lymphocytes in the spinal fluid were increased, indicating lymphocytic menigitis. Intravenous pulse glucocorticoids and azathioprine 150 mg daily were started, with improvement of the lumbar pain, but not of the gait disturbance. Four months later, infliximab was added at a dose of 400 mg every 4 weeks, corresponding to 5mg/kg, leading to a distinct improvement.

Sixteen months later, after a total of 9 infusions and continuous prednisone 40 mg daily, there was marked worsening of the gait disturbance with limitation of the walking distance to 30–50 m, weakness of the legs and lumbar pain. The MRI of the spine showed no clear changes compared with the previous examination, while the spinal fluid showed a marked pleiocytosis of 38 cells/mm³ (normal <5) and a raised total protein of 0.62 g/l, both compatible with a relapse of the myelitis. The ESR was 15 mm in the first hour and the serum C-reactive protein 10 mg/l (normal range <3mg/l). The IL-6 in the serum was within the normal range of ≤3.3 ng/l, which was highly discordant with the spinal fluid level of 910 ng/l. There were no signs of an opportunistic infection of the central nervous system. Methylprednisolone was administered at a dose of 500 mg iv twice daily for three days followed by 1 mg prednisone/kg daily. The alternatives of cyclophosphamide, increasing the dose of infliximab, switching to another TNF-α blocking agent and the anti-IL-6 receptor antibody tocilizumab were considered and discussed with the patient. Cyclophosphamide and increasing the dose of infliximab were unattractive due to chronic urinary tract colonisation with extended spectrum beta-lactamase resistant E. coli (ESBL) and chronic neurogenic bladder. On the other hand, the secondary failure of infliximab spoke against trying another anti-TNF-α agent.

After weighing the advantages and disadvantages of these options and considering the massively elevated IL-6 in the cerebrospinal fluid, the humanised IL-6 receptor blocking antibody tocilizumab 8 mg/kg was infused the day after the three-day methylprednisolone pulse, and the clinical signs and symptoms improved rapidly with an increase of the walking distance to 100 m. During tapering of the prednisone to 10 mg daily and a delay of the second infusion of tocilizumab planned after 4 weeks due to reimbursement issues the walking distance decreased to 30–50 meters, but improved again after the prednisone dose was increased to 40 mg daily and the second infusion with tocilizumab was administered.

Azathioprine 150mg daily was continued and prednisone tapered further to 15 mg daily. After the fourth tocilizumab infusion a scrotal abscess due to ESBL of the same resistance pattern as the bladder agent occurred. The abscess required surgical drainage, and tocilizumab was discontinued. The course was further complicated by extensive inguinal condyloma acuminate, for which surgical intervention was scheduled. Four months after discontinuation of tocilizumab, the patient was stable, and the MRI of the spine showed no lesions (Fig. b-c). The serum CRP and IL-6 were normal, the ESR 16 mm/1h. In the spinal fluid there were 6 cells/mm³ and the IL-6 was 4.3 ng/l. Tocilizumab was started again, and the walking distance remained at 50–60 m.

**Discussion**

The elevated cytokines released by...
leukocytes in Behçet’s patients are potential therapeutic targets (9, 10). There have been many reports on the use of TNF-α blocking agents in Behçet’s disease, and they have become standard when conventional immunosuppressives have failed. In the case of failure of an anti-TNF-α agent, the options are limited. A switch to another anti-TNF-α agent or more stringent conventional immunosuppression are possibilities. So far, we have not identified any other cases of the treatment of nervous system manifestations of Behçet’s disease with tocilizumab.

In our case with secondary progression of myelitis despite 4-weekly infliximab in combination with glucocorticoids and azathioprine, more stringent conventional immunosuppression, e.g. with cyclophosphamide, was unattractive because of the bladder dystonia and colonisation with ESBL. Switching to another TNF-α blocker did not seem promising. Based on previous reports of elevated IL-6 in the spinal fluid and the high levels measured in our patient, we decided to administer tocilizumab to treat the spinal cord inflammation in conjunction with glucocorticoids and continued azathioprine (8). This regimen led to a satisfactory response as judged by the improvement of the gait disturbance, inflammatory parameters in the serum and of the cell count, protein and IL-6 levels in the spinal fluid. On the other hand, the well known effect of high dose glucocorticoids on nervous system involvement of Behçet’s disease could explain the improvement. The walking distance did not improve substantially, so that the preservation rather than the improvement of the functional ability was achieved. Further follow-up will be necessary to determine whether the effect will be long-lasting.

Since IL-6 levels have previously been reported to be markedly elevated in Behçet’s disease cases with central nervous involvement, further evaluation of spinal fluid IL-6 levels may provide an answer to the question whether they are of value in assessing such involvement and predicting a response to selective inhibition of this or other cytokines.

Concerning the initial therapy in this case before appearance of the neurological symptoms, it was inadequate according to current practice. The deep vein thrombosis would have required administration of glucocorticoids alone or with initiation of continuous oral anticoagulation.

The development of a scrotal abscess with the same ESBL strain responsible for chronic cystitis and the extensive spread of condyloma acuminate raise serious safety concerns. They illustrate that careful patient instruction and monitoring and, if necessary, rapid diagnostic and therapeutic intervention are essential for early detection and management of infections.